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1. Introduction. 

1.1 Quantization processes. We begin with shortly recalling the genera! 
situation in the current theories of quantization. 

1.11 Historical situation. LIl 1 Classical theory. In classical theory, 
which is the starting point, one has particles (e.g. electrons) and fields 
(e.g. the electromagnetic field). If necessary we shall distinguish classical 
concepts by a prefix c and e.g. write c-particles and c-fields. c-particles 
and c-fields may interact with each other: c-particles generate c-fields: 
c-fields act upon c-particles. In the usual dualistic theory c-particles and 
c-fields are quantized separately in the following steps. 

1.112 Particle quantization. The classical quantities belonging to c
particles are replaced by quantum operators. The latter act on wave 
functions, :which represent the states of the c-particles. If there is a fixed 
number n of c-particles, the wave functions depend on n complete sets of 
coordinates and are called n-particle wave functions. The classical equations 
of motion are replaced by wave equations (SCHRÖDINGER representation) 
or by operator equations (HEISENBERG representation). The wave functions 
can be considered to describe quantum fields (q-fields) related to the 
c-particles. 

1.113 Field quantization. c-fields are quantized in a somewhat analogous 
way. The field quantities are replaced by field operators. The field 
equations are replaced by operator equations. The quantized c-fields show 
discrete properties, which can be interpreted from a particle point of view. 
They can be considered to describe quantum particles (q-particles) related 
t~ the c-fields (e.g . photons related to the electromagnetic field). The field 
operators can be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators, 
which describe creation (emission) and annihilation (absorption ) of 
q-particles. 

1.114 Superquantization . The l-particle wave functions of ordinarily 
quantized c-particles can in their turn be superquantized by a process, 
which is almost entirely analogous with the quantization of c-fields. The 
l-particle wave functions are replaced by wave operators, the wave equa
tions by superquantized wave equations. Also this form of field quan
tization leads to the aspect of q-particles. The wave operators can again 
be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators, which describe 
creation and annihilation of q-particles. 
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1.12 Logical situation. 1.121 Particle quantization. Historically ordinary 
particle quantization makes the progressive step from the less correct 
classical theory towards the relatively more correct ordinary quantum 
theory. As soon as the latter has entirely been established. the quantization 
process has performed its pioneering duty. This historica I aspect of the 
rel at ion between classical and quantum theory has to be sharply dis~ 

tinguised from logical problems on the inner structure of ordinary quantum 
theory and its relations to observation. In this paper we shall not make 
such problems. 

1.122 Superquantization. With regard to 1 ~particle wave functions the 
process of superquantization. which introduces the aspect of many q~par~ 
ticles. undoubtedly makes a progressive step. It is. however. perhaps not 
always clearly apprehended that superquantization does not lead one step 
beyond the complete ordinary quantum theory of c~particles with many~ 
particle wave functions. In fact superquantization can be entirely under~ 
stood within the scope of the latter theory. This paper only contains news 
for those. who are still surprised by this point of view. 

We shall assume the reader to be familiar with the usual theories of 
superquantization. As it has been said before.these theories introduce wave 
operators and creation and annihilation operators. which describe creation 
and annihilation of q~particles. In our line of reasoning we shall in the 
ordinary quantum theory with many~particle wave functions of c~particles 
introduce creation and annihilation operators. which act on the many~ 
particle wave functions and which des cri be creation and annihilation of 
c~particles. and wave operators. This introduction is not a matter of a new 
assumption. which leads beyond the ordinary quantum theory, it is merely 
a matter of definitions within this theory. Our aim will be to chose these 
definitions in such a way. that our creation and annihilation operators and 
wave operators become isomorphic to those of superquantization. In 
distinction with the latter process we shall denote our process as .. super~ 
quantization" . 

IE we succeed to establish the isomorphy. the two descriptions are 
entirely equivalent. The one does not go beyond the other. A further 
consequence of the isomorphy between the creation and annihilation 
operators of c~particles and those of q~particles is that there is no logical 
distinction between c~particles and q~particles. Therefore the two concepts 
can be identified and the prefix can be omitted. 

In introducing the wave operators we shall not immediately make the 
right choice. which gives the required isomorphy with superquantization. 
We shall begin with a preliminary choice. first in statical. thereafter in 
dynamical representation. Later on comparison with the present theories 
of superquantization will show how the choice still has to be modified. 
Historically the introduction of wave operators and every step in our 
derivation is entirely guided by superquantization. On logical grounds. 
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however. the latter would deserve to be put between the humiliating 
quotation marks. which we have reserved for our process. just as weIl. 

1.123 Field quantization. It is beyond doubt that historically field quan~ 
tization is a progresslve step. As soon as the quantization has been 
established we may with lack of historical reverence come to a logically 
more coherent picture by the following reinterpretation. Though originally 
we had no c~particles. the q~particles related ,to the c~field are identified 
with c~particles and the prefix is omitted. The creation and annihilation 
operators act on many~particle wave functions. The latter describe the 
q~field related to the particles. Prom this point of view the situation after 
field quantization is entirely similar to the situation af ter particle quan~ 
tization. c~fields must th en be considered as similar to l~particle wave 
functions (appropriately normalized). field quantization as similar to super~ 
quantization. 

1.124 Particles and fields. It may be useful to state precisely what we 
now mean with particles and fields. Our fjelds are described by ordinary 
wave functions depending on complete sets of coordinates. Every complete 
set represents one particle (for indiscernible particles there is no individual 
one-to-one correspondence. only an assembly of n sets corresponds to an 
assembly of n particles). 

1.2 Souree particles and carrier particles. 1.21 Dualistic theory. In 
classical theory there are particles and fields (in the sense of 1.111. not of 
1.124). Though they may interact with each ot her. their equations of 
motion are treated separately. Therefore the theory is dualistic. Af ter 
quantization. which is also done separately. we get in both cases wave 
functions related to particles. That does not mean. however. that from ·our 
point of view quantum theory is unitary. Por one obtains different kinds of 
particles. They may interact with each other. but their wave equations are 
still treated separately. Therefore the theory is still dualistic. 

1.211 Interaction. In classical theory a field generated at a certain place 
and time by one particle may at another place and time act on another 
particle (e.g. an electromagnetic field generated by and acting on 
electrons). In this way by intervention of the field the particles indirectly 
interact with each other at different places and times. Af ter quantization 
we get two kinds of particles. A particle of the fjrst kind in a certain reg ion 
of space-time emits a particle of the second kind. which in another reg ion 
of space-time is absorbed by another particle of the first kind (e.g. a 
photon emitted and absorbed by electrons). In th is way by intervention 
of the particles of the second kind the particles of the first kind inter act 
with each other in different regions of space-time. Because of this behaviour 
we shall call particles of the first kind source particles and particles of the 
second kind carrier particles. If particles of a certain kind interact with 
particles of various other kinds. it may occur that in some interactions they 
be have as source particles and in other interactions as carrier particles (e.g. 
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charged mesons interacting with photons act as source particles. interacting 
with nucleons they act as carrier particles). Therefore the classification is 
not always unique. 

1.212 Observability. The ordinary particle operators in general represent 
observables (particle observables). For some kinds of particles also the 
wave operators (if they are of commutator type) represent observables 
(field observables). for other kinds (if they are of anticommutator type) 
they do not. Whereas particles of both kinds can in classical theory be 
approximated by means of c-particles. only particles of the first kind can 
in classical theory be approximated by means of c-fields. The latter 
approximation will in general be used if they act as carrier particles. the 
former if they act as source particles. 

1.22 Unitary theories. There are two ideals of unitary theories. They are 
opposite to each other. though a priori they need not exclude each other. 

1.221 Unitary f-theory. Classical unitary field theory considers particles 
as singularities of the fields. The equations of motion and all ot her pro
perties of the particles are entirely determined by those of the fields. Also 
the quantization of particles is determined by the quantization of fields . 
A complete theory has not been given. It might be difficult to fit such a 
theory in our scheme in which particle quantization and not field quan
tization is treated as the important step. 

1.222 Unitary p-theory. Classical unitary particle theory starts with 
nothing else than particles. which have retarded and/or advanced inter
action at a distance. The description of th is in ter act ion may be extremely 
complicated. Not before all equations of mot ion have been established. 
fields may be introduced in order to simplify the description. The equations 
of motion and all other properties of the fields are entirely determined by 
those of the particles and/or by the way in which the fields are intro
duced. Also the quantization of fields is entirely determined by the quan
tization of interacting particles. Or: quantum unitary p-theory starts with 
nothing else than source particles, which have retarded and/or advanced 
interaction at a distance. Not before all wave equations have been esta
blished. carrier particles may be introduced. The wave equations and all 
other properties of the carrier particles are entirely determined by those of 
the source particles and/or the way in which the carrier particles are intro
duced. Also here a complete theory has not been given. Such a theory 
would readily fit into our scheme and greatly simplify its principles. 

In a unitary p-theory field observations could be entirely reduced to 
particle observations. 

1.3 Plus and minus troubles. It is obvious that our whole picture badly 
suffers from oversimplification. Among all more or less concealed compli
cations there is one group of difficulties. which during our derivations will 
become too apparent to be entirely ignored. They are about positive and 
negative states and positive and negative particles. We sha11 have to deal 
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with them in some extent, even though we shall not bother about the 
malignant divergencies with which they are connected. 

1.31 Positive and negative states. 1.311 Energy states. In all cases 
we shall meet positive and negative energy states. There are two kinds of 
difficulties with negative states : 

dl how to distinguish them properly from positive states; 
d2 how to get rid of them or to give them a proper physical meaning . 

1.312 Density states. For some kinds of particles (those for which the 
wave equations contain second order time derivatives) one gets also saddled 
with negative density states. They entail the same two kinds of diHiculties 
as negative energy states. The negative density states combine with the 
negative energy states in such a way, that it sometimes nearly looks as if 
the difficulties cancel. 

1.32 Positive and negative particles. The creation or annihilation of pairs 
of opposite particles should be treated with due regard to the interaction 
between the two particles. IE one tries to do so, one gets entangled with 
divergencies. These and other difficulties have not been solved, they have 
only been circumnavigated by means of an ingeneous trick. This trick (the 
hole theory) is to neglect the interaction and to put on a par creation or 
annihilation of a particIe in a given energy state and annihilation or creation 
of an opposite particIe in the opposite energy state. This trick has either 
openly or tacitly been performed in nearly all current theories. IE we want 
to establish isomorphy with these theories, we are also bound to perform 
the trick. That truly makes a step beyond the original ordinary theory. It 
should be emphasized, however, that this step is entirely distinct from 
processes of quantization. And further it should not be forgotten that it is 
a tentative cap rio Ie rather than a firm step, which leads out of the diHi
culties. 

1.4 Typical processes and queries. The following processes P l , P'2 and 
P s and queries Ql' Q;! and Q s are loosely in parallel with each ot her and 
with the foregoing sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 

1.41 Processes. Creation and annihilation operators serve to describe the 
elementary processes of creation and annihilation of particles. There are 
some typical compound processes, which can be described by pairs of 
such operators and which deserve our special attention : 

P t transition of a particIe from one state to another state; 
P2 birth and death of a carrier particIe; 
P s birth or death of a pair of opposite particles. 

PI can be conceived so th at a particIe is annihilated in one state and a 
particIe of the same kind is created in another state. In P2 the carrier 
particIe is first created somewhere and later annihilated elsewhere. The 
trick of the hole theory tri es to re duce the pair creation or annihilation in 
P s to a transition of the type Pi between a positive and a negative energy 
state. 
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1.42 Queries. Some typical problems in which we are interested are: 
QI does superquantization lead beyond ordinary quantum theory of 

particles? 
Q2 how are the relations between the properties of carrier particles and 

those of source particles; can in particular the former be derived 
from the latter? 

Q3 how shall negative states and pair processes be dealt with? 
We shall be concerned with QI and in the meantime leave Q2 aside. We 
cannot do 50 with Q3' which interferes 50 strongly with QI. that it has to 
be considered to some extent. 
1.5 Present theories. There are two types of present theories based on 
superquantization I) with which we shall try to establish isomorphy. Of 
the one type 2) DIRAC's hole theory 3) is typical for half~odd spin and 
PAULI-WEISSKOPF'S theory 4) for integer spin. The other type is DIRAC's 
1942 theory 5) 6). We shall find that the latter type is entirely equivalent 
with the ordinary quantum theory of particles. The theories of the first 
type can only be obtained af ter performing the trick of hole theory. From 
this point of view they are all hole theories. We shall not discuss the 
trick. That entirely belongs to the problems of Q3' 

It needs hardly to be repeated that in all this there is nothing new. This 
paper does not claim any originality. 

2. "Superquantization". 

In this section we introduce in the ordinary quantum theory of particles 
preliminary wave operators. which already strongly resembie those of the 
present theories. 

2.1 Wave [unctions. Before doing 50 we have first to deal with the wave 
functions. 

2.11 Notation. Our notation will appear rather cumbersome. In fact a 
careful detailed notation is essential for a rigorous discussion. The usual 
notations are not sufficient for this special purpose. 

2.12 Wave equations. A system of n particles can in ordinary quantum 
theory be described by a many~times theory. in which there is a separate 
time coordinate for each particle. and in some cases also by a single~time 
theory. in which there is only one time coordinate for the whole system. 
Let (Xk) stand for the complete set of all individual variables of the 
kth particle ex cept for the individual time tk or the common time t. 

(xltl' ... Xntn I tp or (Xl'''' Xn; t I tp will stand for the wave function. 
tpt I Xntn • ... xltd or tpt I t; Xn • ... xd for its HERMITIAN adjoint. Bdore 
a tp an operator in the (Xk) and tk or t will act to the right. af ter a tpt it 
will act to the ldt (between a tpt and a Ijl it does in general not matter 
which way). 

For a system of identical particles the wave equations have the form 

(k = 1. ... n) . (1) 
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in many~times theory. whereas in single~time theory there is a single wave 
equation 

. (I') 

The HERMITIAN operators K may depend on and act on the variables 
mentioned in curled brackets and also on variables of particles of different 
kinds with which those of the kind considered interact. K{XI' ... Xn; t} is 
symmetrical in the (Xk). 

Even in intrinsical relativistic invariant theories the explicit invariance 
may be more or less obscured by the particular part of the time coordinates. 
A striking case is a single~time theory derived from a relativistic invariant 
many~times theory. 

Wh ere in the following no special reference is made to expressions for 
single~time theory. they will (as far as they exist) be supposed to be similar 
to those of many~times theory with all tk (k = I .... n) replaced by t . 

2.13 Permutations. The permutations P of all sets (x1td . ... (Xntn) or 
(xd • ... (Xn) form the symmetrical group Sn. Every even or odd per~ 
mutation P,v,n or P odd can be regarded as the product of respectively an 
even or odd nu mb er of interchanges of pairs. In a I ~dimensional repre~ 
sentation of Sn all pair interchanges must have the same representative. 
either - 1 (F-D representation) or + 1 (B-E representation). The 
representative Op of a permutation Pis· then given by 

F-D B-E 

+1 
-I 

+1 
+1 

(2) 

2.14 Statistics. The equations (1) permute if we commute all K with a P. 
In (1 ') K commutes with all P. Therefore all Pare integrals of motion 
for (1) as weIl as for (1 '). 

Because identical particles are indiscernible. the wave functions 'jl must 
provide a l~dimensional representation of Sn 

P P=!5p P . (3) 

IE th is is a F-D representation, all Ijl are antisymmetrical (FERMI-DIRAC 
statistics), if it is a B-E representation, all 'I' are symmetrical (BOSE
EINSTEIN statistics ). 

For a given representation the symmetry operator Sn will be defined by 

1 
Sn = - I E bp P. (4) 

n p 

wh ere the sum is over all n! permutations. Sn is HERMITIAN and idempotent 
(S; = Sn), the eigenvalues are 1 and O. The eigenfunctions belonging to 
1 are of the required symmetry (either antisymmetrical or symmetrieal), 
those belonging to 0 must be rejected. Sn is a projection operator selecting 
the (anti~) symmetrical component of Ijl . As soon as all 'I' have the required 
symmetry. Sn can be replaced by the eigenvalue 1. 
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2.15 Density operator. For particles of a given kind we have HERMITIAN 

density operators Q{Xktk} (commuting for different k). In a relativistic 
theory they are the time components of the 4~velocity operators. In some 
cases (e.g. if (l) is a second order differential equation in the time 
coordinates i.e. for integral spin) the density operators are indefinite. Then 
we have to distinguish between positive and negative density states. That 
is the first difficulty dl' We try to form operators 'j {Xktk} (also com~ 
muting for different k), which satisfy the conditions 

Cl 1/ is HERMITIAN 1/ = 1/t and unitary rp = 1; 
C2 1/ commutes with Q; 

C3 1/Q (which is HERMITIAN by Cl and 'C2) is positive definite; 
c4 'j is uniquely determined and in a relativistic invariant theory it is 

invariant. 

Because of Cl the eigenvalues of 'j are + 1 and - 1. C2 and C3 can be met 
by taking for 1/ the operator with the same eigenstates and the same sign 
of eigenvalues as Q. c4 is liable to give trouble. In fact it may be too 
stringent. -If '/ can be found, the eigenstates with positive eigenvalue will 
de ter mine the positive density states, those with negative eigenvalue the 
negative density states. If Q is positive definite, then 1/ = 1 and all states 
are positive. 

2.16 Inner product. The density operators determine the metric in the 
HILBERT space of wave functions. In case of an indefinite density operator 
this metric would also become indefinite. That is the second difficulty d2 • 

We pass it oH in a rather primitive way. IE 1/ has been found, we make use 
of C3 and take as the inner product of 'P t and 'P' 

J ... J(dxl)'" (dxn) 'Pt I xntn .... Xltl),/I XI ti 1 Q I Xltl 1 .. ·1/ I xntn 1 Q I xntn 1 I (5) 
(Xltl .... Xntn I 'P'. ~ 

Thus by intercalating the factors 'j we have obtained a positive definite 
metric. J (dx) means integration over alt' continuous variables and sum~ 
mation over all discrete variables of the set (x) . IE the wave functions are 
spinor quantities we get an inner spinor product, if they are 4~tensor 
quantities we get an inner 4~tensor product. The density operators are 
subjected to the condition that if 'P and 'P' satisfy the wave equations (1) 
or (l'). the inner product (5) or (5') has to be an integral of motion. In a 
relativistic theory more generally the 4~divergence of the 4~velocity has 
to vanish. 

It cannot be said that in 2.15 and 2..1 6 the difficulties dl and d2 with 
negative density states have been solved in an elegant or even in a satis~ 
factory way. 

2.17 (x) and (,u ) representation. We shall have to consider transforma~ 
tions between various representations. 
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Choose a complete system of orthonormal individual wave functions 
(xt I 'Ij) I .u) 

f (dx) Cu l1jJt I xl) 111 xt I Q I xt I (xt 11jJ lIl') = 15,1" ,; 

f(dx') 1.E(xtl1jJlft) (ft I 1jJt I x't)1 11Ix'tl Qlx' tI (x'tl1jJ=(xtl1jJ. 
(/,) (6) 

I means summation over all discrete parameters and integration over all 
(,,) 

continuous parameters of the set (ft). The first equation, which is con~ 

cerned with the inner product of the wave functions, expresses the ortho~ 
normality. The second and third equation are HERMITIAN adjoint to each 
ot her. They are concerned with the outer product of the wave functions 
and express the completeness. 

For the product representation we need the complete system of ortho~ 
norm al (anti-) symmetrized products 

(x, ti .... xntn 11[11 ftn ... ·ft,) = ( ; :,./ )"" Sn (XI t,I1jJlft,) ... (Xntn IIPI ftn). 
(,.) 

(7) 

Zy is the number of (Pk), which are equal to (IJ), i.e. the occupation number 
of the state (Y). For FERMI-DIRAC statistics all terms with Zy> 1 cancel 
(PAUU's exclusion principle), so that always Zy/ = 1. In order that the 
wave functions (7) shall be complete in single-time theory, it is necessary 
that 11{xkt} Q{Xkt} commutes with (xd I ~p lId for I ~ k, so th at it may not 
contain differentiation with respect to t. In those cases (e.g. if (I) is a 
second order differential equation in the time coordinates i.e. in case of 
integral spin) for which this condition cannot be satisfied a description in 
single-time theory is excluded. 

(7) may serve as the kern el of the transformation between (x) and (ft) 
representation. The two representations are not entirely similar, because 
they stand on a different footing with symmetry. In the following it is in 
general sufficient to remember that the wave functions can be linearly 
expressed in the products (7). A throughout performance of the trans
formation would, however, be rat her illustrative. 

2.2 Wave operators; statical representation. Now we shall introduce 
creation and annihilation operators and preliminary wave operators, first 
in a statical representation. 

2.21 Creation and annihilation operators. We de fine the operators 
(ft I at I xt} and (xt I a lIL) by requiring that for arbitrary n the operators 
(Il I a t I xt}z~'/' and z~'/' {xt I a I Ir) respectively take a factor (Xntn I ~p I p) 

out of (XLtl' ... Xntn lij' I/tn, ... fld or insert a factor (Xntn I Ip lp) into 
(x tt) . ... Xn _ tin _I lij' I !I n _I, ... ft[) and further restore the (anti-) sym-
metry and normalization. At this stage the separation of the factor z -;;.'/, 

is still rather artificial. lt is obvious that this choice has already been m~de 
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with the purpose of later establishing the required isomorphy. at and a 
are now given by 

(,."Iatlxtl(x,t, .... xntnl'P= ! 
= n'/· f(dxn){,."I1pt 1 Xntn) 11 I xntn I () IXntnl Sn(XI t, .... xntn 1 'P. . 

I xt 1 al,.,,) (XI t, •.•. Xn-I tn-, 1 'P = n'/· Sn (Xn tn 11p 1 ,.,,)(Xltl •... Xn-' tn-I 1 '1'. 

(8) 

Acting to the left they give 

IJlt IXn-1 tn-I •... xlt,) (,.,,1 at Ixtl= '1't IXn-1 tn-I .... Xlt l )(,." I1pt 1 Xntn) Sn n'/I. ! 
'1'tIXntn .... Xlt'}lxtlal,.,,) = . (8t ) 

= f dXn) '1't Ixntn .... x, ti) Sn 11 I xntn I () I xntn I (Xntn I"PI,.,,) n'/·. 

So they are HERMITIAN adjoint to each other. IE acting to the right. 
{xt 1 al,.,,) will be denoted as the creation operator. (,.,,1 at 1 xt} as the 
annihilation operator belonging to the state (,.,,) . IE acting to the left. they 
reverse their roles. They satisfy the commutation relations 

[(,."lat lxtl.lxtlal,.,,')]±=t5I'I"S: ~ (9) 

rlxtlal,.,,) .Ixtlal,.,,')]± = 0 • [(,."Iatlxtl. (,.,,' latlxtlP = 0 ~ 
(upper sign for F-D statistics. lower sign for B-E statistics ). 

2.22 Transition operators. Incidentally it may be mentioned that the 
produets {xt 1 al,.,,') (ft 1 at 1 xt} can serve as transition operators between 
the states (,.,,) and (,.,,') (process Pd. The produets with ,." =,.,,' can be 
considered as projection operators of the sta-tes (,.,,). 

2.23 Wave operators. Now we define the preliminary statical wave 
operators by 

(ysltplxtl ' .2'(ysl1pI,.,,) (,." Iatlxt l.! 
(Jl) • • • • • (10) 

Ixtltptl ys)=.2' Ixt lal,.,,) (,."I1pt l ys). 
(I') 

They are HERMITIAN adjoint to each other. In many-times theory s will 
always be kept equal to tno if the annihilation operator acts on a wave 
function with n sets (x kt k) (or the creation operator on a wave function 
with n - 1 sets). In single-time theory s will be kept equal to t. (10) can 
somehow be considered as a transformation between (,.,,) and (y) repre
sentation. Meanwhile the operation is always on the (xt). 

As a consequence of (10) the wave operators satisfy the commutation 
relations 

[(ysltplxt\.lxtltpt ly's)P=.2'(ysl1pI,.")(,.,,I1pt ly's)S: ! 
(1') • (11) 

[Ixtltptl ys) .Ixtlt~t Iy' S)}h = 0 • [(ys Itpl xtl. (y's I tp l xtlJh = O. 

The sum in the first relation has the property described in the second and 
third equation of (6). 

2.24 Substitution operators. The wave operators. which opera te on the 
(xt). of ten occur combined with an operation in the (ys) in su eh a way 
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that the total resulting operation has a simple meaning. We represel1t the 

combination by the substitution operators {ys I tp I xt} and {xt I tp+ I ys} 
(mind the backets. which distinguish them from the wave operators and 
which indicate operation on the (xt) as weIl as on the (ys)). They are 
defined by 

Ixtltp+lysl'xltl .... Xn-ltn-I;ysl= . (12) 
lysl~lxtl (Xltl .... Xntnl '1'= (ys ItI'l xtl(xltl •... Xntn I '1'. ! 

= f (dy) I xf I tp+ I ys) 11 I ys 1 Q I ys 1 (XI ti •.•. Xn-tfn-I ; yxi '1'. 

rE they act to the left we get 

'1'+ Iys;xn-Itn-I .... Xlt l) Iysltplxtl = ! 
= f (dy) '1't I ys; Xn-Itn-I •... Xltl) 111 ys 1 Q I ys I (ys I ti' I xt I. . (12+) 

'1'tI Xntn •... Xltl) Ixt I tpt I ys 1= '1't IXntn •... Xltl) Ixtl tp+ I ys). 

which are the HERMITIAN adjoint relations. 
It may seem as if the operators introduced in 2.21. 2.23 and 2.24 have 

by little and little become more and more complicated. In facto however. 
with this chain of definitions we have nearly gone round. The meaning of 
the substitution operators is cIearly i1Iustrated by the resuit of (12) and 
( 12t ) 

Iysltp lxtl (Xltl •... xntnl '1'= (n'I,Sn(X.tl •... Xntnl '1') (XntnH (ys). ! 
I xt I tptl ys I(Xltl • ... Xn-I fn-I; ys I '1' = . 

= Snn'I'((xltl• '" Xn-I tn-I :ys I '1') (ys)~ (xntn) 
and 

(13) 

'1'tIXltl •... Xn - ltn_t: ys)lyslt"lxtl = ! 
= ('1't lXI ti' ... Xn-I tn-t : ys)) (ys) ~ (Xn tn) n'l, Sn. . (13+) 

'1't lXI ti •... Xntn) I xtltptl ys 1 = ('1't (XI ti •... Xntn) Sn n1/2
) (Xn tn) ~ (ys). 

with s = tn in all substitutions. This shows that: 

Ss An annihilation substitution operator (anti-)symmetrizes the wave 
function in all sets (Xktk). multiplies it by the square root of the 
number of these sets and replaces the last set by a new set (ys) 
with the same value of time. A creation substitution operator rep la ces 
a set (ys) by an additional set (Xktk) with the same value of time. 
mul tip lies the wave function by the square root of the number of all 
sets (Xdk) and (anti-) symmetrizes the result. 

2.25 Particle operators. As particIe operators we take the ordinary 
HERMITIAN operators acting on the (Xktk) and symmetrical in these sets . 
i.e. commuting with all permutation operators P. For a given number n of 
particles such an operator can be written as a sum of homogeneous particIe 
operators R(m). each with a different value of m (m <: n; in practice 
m = 0.1.2). of the form 

R(m)lxltl • ... xntnl= ~ Rlxk,tk, •... Xkmtkml (kl •... kmalldifferent). (14) 
k . . k_ 
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R{X1t1' ... Xmtm} needs not to be symmetrieal, but it can be taken 50 and 
then it is uniquely determined by R(m). If it operates on a function of the 
required symmetry type, R(m) can he written 

Rcm) {xJ tI' ... xntn 1= n ... (n-m + 1) Sn R{ Xntn. , .. Xn-m+1 tn-m+11 Sn. (15) 
According to Ss this is equivalent with 

RCm)lxJ tJ .... 1 = I xtl tpt IYI sJ I... ~ 

.. ·Ixtl tpt IYmsm I R I YJ SI.· .. Ymsm I {YmSm I tp I xtl .. ·1 YI sJ I tp Ixtl· ~ 
This form is rather trivial. With the help of (12) it can be written 

RCm)I Xltl .... 1= ( 
= J ... J(dYI)'" (dYm) {xt Il~t I YJsJ) ... {xt l tpt I YmSm) "11 Ylsll (> 1 YISt! ... 
.. ·"11 Ymsm 1(> 1 Ymsm I RI YISI ... · YmSm I (YmSm j tf' j xtl .. • (YISI I tp I xi I. 

iE it acts to the right and with the help of (l2 t ) 

(16) 

(17) 

= J ... J(dYJ) ... (dYm) {xtl tpt j Ylsl) ... 1 xtltptj Ymsm}R 1 YISI •... YmSm I (17t ) 
RCm) I XI tI •... 1 = ! 

'1lYmsml (>{Ymsml .. · "1IYlsll (> I Ylsll (YmSm I tp Ixtl"'(Ylsljtpj xtl. 

if it acts to the lelt. In case of noncommutability of R with "1(> the distinction 
between (17) and (17t ) should weil be observed. The expressions in the 
right hand members of (16) and (17), (17t ) do not explicitly contain the 
number n of particles. . 

In many~times theory the important homogeneous particIe operators are 
of the type R(l){X1t1 • ... }, formed from the individual operators R{Xktk}. 
2.26 Observabie particle quantities. All observable particIe quantities can 
be built up from expressions of the type 

J ... J (dxl)'" (dxn) lJ't I Xntn .... XI tI) RCm) I XI t J .... Xntn I (XI tI •.. , Xntn I ijl' . (18) 
R(m) may contain (> and "1 and the determination of its correct form may 
be a thorny matter. But that belongs to problem Q3 and for problem Q1 
we need not care about it. In ' (18) one can if one likes express R(m) 

according to (16) or (17). (17t ). 

2.3 Wave operators; dynamical representation. Now we turn from the 
statical to the dynamical representation. 

2.31 Dynamical representations. If we consider the time dependenee of 
( 18), the part of the motion of the system is entirely contained in the wave 
functions Ijl (SCHRÖDINGER representation). This dynamical time depen~ 
dence can he transfered to the operators R (HEISENBERG representation). 
In the latter case the wave functions Ijl are replaced by their "initiaI" 
va lues Ijl' and the operators R by operators R', which contain, besièes the 
explicit time dependenee of R. also the motion of the system. 

Also in HEISENBERG representation the particIe operators can he 
expressed according to (16) or (17), (l7t ) , in which the R'{xt} and 
R' {ys} th en appear with a dash. IE one is willing to use these expressions 
throughout, it is also possible to transfer the dynamical time dependenee to 
the substitution and wave operators tp. In that case we get substitution and 
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wave operators tp' containing the motion of the system and in (16) and 
(17). (17t ) the R'{xt} appear with a dash. the R{ys} without. 

The direct transfer of the dynamical time dep enden ce from the IJ' to 
the R can hardly be described in such general terms as we are using at the 

moment. But if we succeed in transfering it from the IJ' to the tf,. the 
transfer from thetp to the R can immediately be found from (16) or (17). 
(17t ) (with undashed R{ys) and dashedtp' and R'{xt}). 

The various dynamical representations are compared in outline in the 
following scheme. The explicit time dependence of the undashed operators 
R has been left out of account. The suffixes 0 are explained further on. 
The underlined quantities contain the motion of the particles. The initial 
conditions are always contained in rp. 

elementary e) Schrödinger 

(xt l lJf 

Rlxl 

e2 Heisenberg 

(xto I rp 

R' Ixtl 

"superquantized" s) S2 "Schrödinger" S3 .. Heisenberg .. 

(xt l rp 

(ys 11" I xl I 
Rlyl 

(xto! rp' 

(ys 11'" I xto I 
Rlyl 

(xto I rp' 

(yso I tp I xto I 
R'lysl 

2.32 "Superquantized wave equations". In transfering the dynamical time 

dependence from the lp to the 1~ (representation s:!). we replace the wave 
functions (Xltl •... Xntn I '1' by their value (X]t lO • .. , Xntno lIP' at a fixed 

set of initial times tko (k = 1 •... n) . The statical wave operators (ys I tp I xt) 
and {xt I tpt I ys) are replaced by the dynamical wave operators (ys I tp' I xto} 
and {xto I tf,'t I ys). The values of s are not fixed to the to . but keep step 
with the t in the same way as before. These substitutions should not alter 
the initial value and the time dependence of (18). in which (16) or (17). 
(17t ) has been inserted for R(m){xt}. At s = to the dashed operators have 
to be equal to the undashed ones at t = to . Further a1so at s = to they 
have to satisfy (11). Finally they have to satisfy the "superquantized wave 
equations" 

in many-times theory or 

KI ysl (ys 11,,' 1 xtol = o. ~ 
Ixto 11,,

/t
l ys) KI ysl = 0 ~ 

(KI XI.;~. y; tl- K I XI' •.•• ; tD(ysI1~' I xt~ 1 O. i. 
Ixto 1 1~ I ys)(Klx) •...• y. t 1-K I Xl ..... tl}-O ~ 

. (19) 

. (19') 

in single-time theory. (With the help of K (l) {x]t) . ... } (19) can also be 
written similar to (19')) . 

The tp were independent of the dynamics of the system. They are 
relatively simple universal operators. The 1~' contain (for given initial 
conditions ) the entire motion of the system. They will be frightfully 
complicated. 

(To be continued. ) 


